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About This Game

Rabbit: Jigsaw Puzzles. It‘s a clever and colorful learning experience. Puzzles are a challenging young minds, teaching and
preparing them early in life some very important life skills.

FEATURES:

- Perfect for all ages
- Rotation mode for greater challenge.

- Many bright Watercolour puzzle images.
- Colorful puzzling atmosphere.
- Traditional puzzle gameplay.

- Simple controls make it easy to solve picture!
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Publisher:
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rabbit jigsaw puzzles online. peter rabbit 3 jigsaw puzzles. peter rabbit jigsaw puzzles. rabbit jigsaw puzzles

\udb40\udc21. there are rabbits in puzzle form. 11\/10. 6\/10 Piece missing. I do not really know how I finally found this, but it
was very hard and this should be the first thing every possible buyer sees. I think it is in the curator review. "This fake developer
has reskinned their old asset flop for the 3rd time. This is a reskin or "Jigsaw Puzzles" \/ "Puzzles For Kids". This fake dev is
known for posting asset flop fake games." So -1 for steam.

The game itself is vastly devoid of content. 16 bunny pictures, each cut up in 10x6 jigsaw pieces. Each picture is cut up in the
exact same pattern on every run of the game. That means you are buying 16 pictures in 60 piece virtual jigsaw puzzles. (Edit:
seems that there is less than 16 patterns. The pattern number 1 and 16 are different, but looking at the pictures in the app page
some seem to be the same pattern.) Also, user-friendlyness rate 0 on the scale 1-10. You can complete it all right. But you must
look in the app folder to find all 16. The link created by steam opens the picture number 1 each time. The things the comments
are talking about are nowhere to be seen. This game has the obvious goal of "robbing" buyers by asking a low price for zero
value. Like the beggars on the street. There are free jigsaw games out there that cut up any picture you give them in the amount
of pieces you ask for.
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